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Teachers, Tutors, Guidance Counselors, and Test Prep Experts,
Thank you for all that you do to support your students’ education—especially
during these uniquely challenging times. Each generation of students and
teachers faces a new set of challenges, but it’s difficult to think of a time when
we have been forced to make such radical changes so quickly and for such a
prolonged period as we have had to do during the Covid-19 crisis.
Many of us help students prepare over the course of months or years to meet
the challenges of highly competitive college admissions processes. Yet, in
spite of our best efforts to support them, many students graduating during
the pandemic were stymied by rapidly-changing and often inconsistent rules
regarding the tests, as well as uncertainty about the requirements of newly testoptional processes. Moreover, the work of learning itself was impeded by the
circumstances of the pandemic.
Many of the changes we experienced were explicitly temporary. However, some
were not, and there is good reason to believe that the crisis may have catalyzed
a process of further change in education, standardized testing, and college
admissions. While we cannot be certain about what the future holds, we are
confident that the demand for standardized tests will persist—both in order to
support fair, objective college admissions and to meet statutory requirements
to measure the skills of graduating students. We also believe that there will be a
continuing demand for supplemental educational services.
We look back on recent events with a sense of gratitude that our strong
partnerships have helped us weather these challenges, and we look forward to
continuing to support you as you help your students prepare for the challenges
we can anticipate and adapt to those we cannot.
Best Regards,

Corwin Henville
Managing Editor

WHY IVY GLOBAL?
Ivy Global is a trusted vendor to hundreds of schools, test-prep
companies, and tutors seeking high-quality content for their students.
Dedicated Content Team
Rather than outsourcing content writing to temporary contractors, Ivy
Global employs a dedicated team of content writers. This allows us to
develop a deep internal knowledge base and carry the lessons we learn
from one book or edition over to the next.
Objective Standards
Our writers examine official specifications, technical reports, and
sample materials to develop robust sets of development specifications
and guidelines. We apply objective standards of language and
mathematical complexity so that our content closely adheres to the
published standards and subtle patterns of official exams. We also test
our content and compare it to official content by proctoring it to real
high school students.
High-quality Passages
Ivy Global invests in high-quality excerpts for our reading passages,
adapting prose from sources like the New York Times and the Atlantic
as well as prominent contemporary authors and English Literature
classics. Our sourcing is informed by our rigorous analysis of official
reading passages and precisely replicates official content.
Tutor Experience and Feedback
We include tutors and instructors on our writing team and solicit
regular feedback from students and tutors. That ensures that our
content always meets their real needs.
We’ll Work With You
Ivy Global offers a wide range of branding and content customization
options. We can work with you to provide you with exactly the
materials that you need.
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TECHNOLOGY
All of our published materials are supported
by powerful online resources. Developed in
collaboration with Ivy Global tutors, these
tools are designed to make your life easier and
put more information at your fingertips—
whether you’re managing classes, scoring
exams, or tracking student progress.
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CLOUD SCORING
Cloud is an all-in-one tool for scoring exams
and analyzing student performance. Enter your
choices in our online bubble sheet, and Cloud
will generate a report. In addition to reporting
all of the scores that appear on official exams,
our detailed reports break down student performance on dozens of specific question types.
With a free Ivy Global account, students can
use Cloud to compare their performance across
tests and track their strengths and weaknesses.
If they’re viewing their reports online, they
can click on any question to view a thorough
explanation.
Cloud supports dozens of tests for the SAT,
PSAT, ACT, SSAT, and ISEE, including some
official exams.

Test Type

Ivy Global Exams

Official Exams

Question Types*

SAT

11**

9

117

SAT Literature

7

--

60

SAT Math 2

7

--

60

PSAT

4

--

117

ACT

4

2

115

SSAT

6

--

82

ISEE

9

--

88

*In addition to the scores reported on official exams, Cloud identifies each question by a specific type and breaks overall
performance down by question type.
**Unique exams. Some exams have multiple forms or editions, which are also included on Cloud.
Ivy Global.com
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BAROMETER
Barometer is Cloud for the whole classroom,
allowing you to manage teacher permissions,
organize classes, and check up on individual
students through one convenient portal.
The administrative portal allows you to add
new teachers, create and assign classes, and
add students to classes.
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Once you’ve created a new teacher, they’ll have the ability
to log in and view their assigned classes, edit the student
list, mark tests for students through the Barometer platform, and easily track the whole class’s progress.

Teachers can view tables of individual student performance both on the overall test and on each section, and
by tracking how the class average on each section changes
from each exam to the next.

Teachers can also easily click through to the detailed category-by-category breakdown in the strengths and weaknesses report. This shows the same detailed categories
included in the Cloud score report, but allows teachers to
view the collective results of the entire class.

For a free demo, please contact us at
publishing@ivyglobal.com.
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LICENSING, BRANDING
AND CUSTOMIZATION
License the Best Third-Party Content for Your Classes
Unfortunately, official content for most exams is not
licensed for commercial use. Fortunately, you can license
Ivy Global tests or book content for use in your classes.
We develop our content with care, so you can provide
your students with an authentic test-taking experience
and trust the results.
Show Your Students You Mean Business
Your students don’t just learn from what you tell them—
they learn from what you show them. When you give
your students books with another company’s name on
the cover, you’re showing them that the third party is an
authority on test prep. When you give them a book with
your name on the cover, you’re showing them that you’re
an authority on test prep.
Grow Your Brand with Trusted Content
Students pay attention to their peers. You probably
already get referrals because your students and their
families talk to others about how they’re prepping. When
your students are carrying around your branded material,
they’re sharing your name with their peers all time time—
whether they’re studying in the library, or just carrying
their books around in the halls.

Content Licensing
If you prefer to print materials yourself, you can license
our content to print in your own facilities or with your
preferred vendor. When you’ve negotiated a license for a
number of reprints, you’ll receive a custom PDF, which
can include a custom cover or any of the other content
customization options available for custom printed
materials.
Custom Cover Design
If you love our content just the way it is, you can add your brand
with a custom cover design. Change out the logo, tweak the
fonts, or go for an entirely new design—it’s up to you!
Custom Cuts
We can provide a custom cut of our content to meet your
specific needs. We can provide a slimmed-down guide
with only instructional content and drills, a compendium
of full practice tests drawn from multiple sources, or
another arrangement of content that meets your needs.
Custom Test Packets
Realistic test-taking experiences are the cornerstone of
test-prep classes. We can provide professionally-bound
tests with separate answer booklets, including custom
covers in black and white or full color. The booklets are
saddle-stitched, and can be delivered in shrink-wrapped
packages—just like official exams.

Custom Score Reports
A score report is usually the main product a parent will
see from your classes. You can already use Cloud for
free to streamline the process of assembling detailed,
professional score reports for your students. Contact us
now, and you can also get access to a special version of
Cloud that produces custom score reports with your logo
and branding.
With custom study guides, test booklets, and score
reports, you can provide a professional, seamless
experience for your students and their parents—from the
day your course begins to the day that you send out your
final score report.
Contact Us Now
For more information or to request a quote, contact us to
discuss your specific needs.
Call us at 1(650) 318 - 5225
Email us at publishing@ivyglobal.com.

Ivy Global.com
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SAT & PSAT
A Standard You Can Trust
Our tests are developed according to the College
Board’s official Test Specifications as well as a detailed
set of internal development specifications developed
by analyzing official practice materials and previously
administered tests.
We source our Reading passages and Essay prompts from
real works of fiction, nonfiction, and journalism, and
we compare the difficulty and distribution of questions
on our tests with those of official ones from the College
Board.
Your students will also have access to our easy-touse online score reports, complete online answer
explanations, and email support for any tricky questions
they encounter.
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Finally, we’ve divided up the instructional content of our
books according to the College Board’s official question
types so that they work in concert with our score reports.
Once your students get their reports, they can go back to
the book and focus on the question types they struggled
with. They (and you) will never be confused by the
difference between “Concision” and “Precision” again.
SAT Guide
Our Ultimate SAT Guide offers instructors the perfect
basis for a comprehensive prep course. We cover all of
the key concepts on each section of the test, and reinforce
these concepts through over 400 drill questions.
The Guide also comes with three full-length practice tests
and seven prompts for the Essay section, each carefully
reviewed for its similarity to the real thing.

SAT Drill Workbooks
Our drills books include hundreds of new practice
problems, sorted by question type. Students who have
a score report from our free Cloud scoring system
can see how they did on each type of question in a full
practice test, and can use the extra drills in these books to
specifically target and improve on weak points.

Once your students have taken the tests in our books, they
can go online for quick and easy score reports, take two
more tests online, access detailed answer explanations,
and email us for live support.
SAT 6 Practice Tests
Our SAT 6 Practice Tests book contains six unique
practice tests that you won’t find in our Ultimate SAT
Guide.

PSAT Guide
Our PSAT 3 Practice Tests book was developed according
to the same high standards that we set for our SAT
Content.

The 6 Practice Tests book also has a quick and concise
review of the main concepts students will encounter on
each section of the test. As always, you’ll have access to
online explanations, live support, supplemental online
study aids, and score reports.

Our book offers three full-length tests, tips and advice
for each portion of the PSAT, and all the online bells and
whistles you’ve come to expect from Ivy Global—that
means online support, detailed answer explanations, and
supplemental study aids on our Prep site.

Book List & Pricing

Title

Retail Price

Ultimate SAT Guide

$29.50

$26.55

$25.10

$23.60

Call us!

SAT 6 Practice Tests

$29.50

$26.55

$25.10

$23.60

Call us!

PSAT 3 Practice Tests

$21.50

$19.35

$18.30

$17.20

Call us!

SAT Reading and Writing
Prep (Drills Workbook)

$18.40

$16.55

$15.65

$14.70

Call us!

SAT Math Prep
(Drills Workbook)

$18.40

$16.55

$15.65

$14.70

Call us!

Bulk (25+)

Bulk (50+)

Bulk (100+) Bulk (1,000+)*

*Additional bulk discounts are available for larger orders. Call us at 1(650) 318 - 5225 or email us at
publishing@ivyglobal.com for more info!
What’s in the books?

Title

Length

Practice
Problems

Full Tests

Answer
Explanations

Ultimate SAT Guide

694 pages

417

3

Online

SAT 6 Practice Tests

519 pages

--

6

Online

Extra PDFs, 2 Full Tests,
Teacher's Guide
--

PSAT 3 Practice Tests

237 pages

--

3

Online

1 Full Test

600+

--

In the book!

--

480

--

In the book!

--

SAT Reading and Writing
Prep (Drills Workbook) 415 pages
SAT Math Prep
(Drills Workbook)

337 pages

Online
Extras

Ivy Global.com
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SSAT & ISEE
The SSAT and ISEE are challenging tests, and prepping
for either is tough—intellectually and emotionally.
Our content is designed to break each test down into
manageable chunks and provide clear, organized advice to
help students prepare successfully.
Content and Organization
We divide each SSAT and ISEE book by its major
components. Each chapter begins with a strategy
overview, which clearly defines the content area we will
examine and shows how it will appear on an official exam.
We then break this content down into specific skills and
problem types, which we accompany with tailored stepby-step strategies students can use to approach different
kinds of problems.
Because of the large volume of information students need
to review, we split different components across several
books.
Format
We carefully format our practice content to replicate the
feel and appearance of official exams.
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By taking a highly functional approach to our
instructional content’s format, we carefully avoid the
visual clutter that can sometimes fill students’ texts. We use
frequent subheaders to focus attention on key ideas and
transitions, highlight key words and phrases when they
first appear, and include graphical elements to illustrate
key ideas.
Score Reports
Our books include answer keys and scoring worksheets
so that students and instructors can manually calculate
raw scores and estimated scaled scores. All full practice
tests can also be scored online, using our Cloud scoring
tool. Cloud score reports provide a detailed breakdown by
question type. Question types are related to specific parts
of the books, so students can easily use score reports to
guide their studies.
Levels
Our SSAT materials address the Middle and Upper levels,
and our ISEE materials address the Lower, Middle, and
Upper levels.

Book List & Pricing

Title

Length

Practice
Problems

Full Tests

Online Extras

SSAT English

348 pgs

768

--

Extra Tips, Essay Topics

SSAT Math

348 pgs

1,033

--

Math Videos

SSAT ML Tests

200 pgs

--

3

Cloud Scoring

SSAT UL Tests

200 pgs

--

3

Cloud Scoring

ISEE English

366 pgs

636

--

Extra Essay Topics

ISEE Math

538 pgs

1480

--

Math Videos

ISEE UL Tests

150 pgs

--

2

Cloud Scoring, 1 Extra Test

ISEE ML Tests

144 pgs

--

2

Cloud Scoring, 1 Extra Test

ISEE LL Tests

164 pgs

--

2

Cloud Scoring, 1 Extra Test

260 pgs
SSAT & ISEE Vocab (Books 1-3)*
125
--*Additional bulk discounts are available for larger orders. Call us at (650) 318-5225 or email us at
publishing@ivyglobal.com for more info!”
**There are three vocab books available. Information indicates a uniform per-book price, NOT a price for the set of three.

What’s in the books?

Title

Length

Practice
Problems

Full Tests

Online Extras

SSAT English

348 pgs

768

--

Extra Tips, Essay Topics

SSAT Math

348 pgs

1,033

--

Math Videos

SSAT ML Tests

200 pgs

--

3

Cloud Scoring

SSAT UL Tests

200 pgs

--

3

Cloud Scoring

ISEE English

366 pgs

636

--

Extra Essay Topics

ISEE Math

538 pgs

1480

--

Math Videos

ISEE UL Tests

150 pgs

--

2

Cloud Scoring, 1 Extra Test

ISEE ML Tests

144 pgs

--

2

Cloud Scoring, 1 Extra Test

ISEE LL Tests

164 pgs

--

2

Cloud Scoring, 1 Extra Test

SSAT & ISEE Vocab (Books 1-3)*

260 pgs

125

--

--

*There are three vocab books available. Vocab books have a uniform layout. This information reflects the length and
content of each book, not the full set of three.

Ivy Global.com
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ACT

We develop our ACT practice tests to precisely match
the content of the official exams using the ACT’s College
and Career Readiness Standards and a close analysis of
published and previously administered official content.
Item parameters are matched to official content using
in-house student testing and are comparable to those
published in the ACT Technical reports.
Content and Organization
Our ACT instructional content is arranged so that it
precisely aligns with the question topics reported on the
Cloud scoring tool. Each of the tests on the exam has its
own chapter, and each category of question types has its
own section.
A student or tutor can easily determine which chapters
and sections of the book to review by generating a detailed
score report and targeting the skills that need the most
improvement.
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Multiple Formats Available
The ACT covers a lot of material, and the instructional
content in our ACT Guide provides a comprehensive
overview, with over 800 pages of content. That’s ideal for
self-studying students, or for intensive courses. However,
if you want to use our exams for shorter classes or as
supplemental practice, we also offer the ACT 4 Practice
Tests book.
This alternative format cuts out the instructional content,
slimming down the book considerably. Please not that this
is an alternative format for the content, and not a set of
additional practice tests. These two books share content,
and should not be used together.
Online Extras
In addition to over 800 pages of content, we’ve provided a
large collection of online extras. We provide supplemental
lists and exercises for hard-working students who want
extra content to drill and memorize, and we provide
fundamental review content for students who need to
brush up on more basic concepts before they can tackle
everything on the ACT.

Book List & Pricing

Title

Retail Price

Ultimate ACT Guide

$29.50

$26.55

$25.10

$23.60

Call us!

ACT 4 Practice Tests

$14.95

$13.45

$12.70

$11.95

Call us!

Bulk (25+)

Bulk (50+)

Bulk (100+) Bulk (1,000+)*

*Additional bulk discounts are available for larger orders. Call us at 1(650) 318 - 5225 or email us at
publishing@ivyglobal.com for more info!
What’s in the books?

Title

Pages

Practice
Problems

Full
Tests

Answer
Explanations

Online
Extras

Ultimate ACT Guide

808

349

3

Online

Lots! See below.

ACT 4 Practice Tests

260

--

4

Online

Lots! See below.

Online Extras
1 Full Test

A complete, free practice test

Commonly Confused Words

An expanded list of commonly-confused words and phrases

Irregular Verbs

A long list of irregular verbs and their forms

Vocabulary

An expanded vocabulary worksheet which
requires students to fill in definitions

Vocabulary Building

Extra tips on building vocab, including a word parts list

Reading List

A reading list organized by grade level and subject area

ACT Reading: additional tips

Additional tips for students who need more help on Reading

Science Review

An extra glossary of science terminology

Fundamental Math Review

A review of fundamental math concepts that aren’t directly tested on the
ACT but should be reviewed by students struggling with ACT content

SERVICES
TUTOR TRAINING
We’ve been training top-performing tutors for over a decade, and we’re
happy to share our training program with our clients. We can train new
tutors in test-prep basics, provide curriculum training to experienced
instructors so they can get the most out of our materials, or provide
technical training to tutors and administrative staff so they can take full
advantage of tools like Cloud and Barometer.

CUSTOM SAT CLASSES
We can send trained instructors, provide curriculum materials,
arrange class spaces, and even handle administrative tasks like student
registration upon request. We can serve as a subcontractor working
directly for your school, or we can offer an exclusive class directly to
your school’s students according to your specifications. Classes are fully
customizable. Contact us to discuss your needs.
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SEMINARS
Our expert admissions consultants conduct seminars on a variety of
subjects. Our Leadership seminars are designed to help students build
the study habits and life skills required to be successful in college and
beyond, and our college admissions and essay seminars are aimed at
breaking down the application process so students can have the best
chance of admission to their college of choice.

College Application Help (Grades 11-12)
We embrace the individuality of each student and understand the difficulty of conveying that personality during a stressful
application process. We can work with individual students or small groups to ensure that they stand out from the sea of
other highly-qualified candidates.
Strategy Consulting (K-12)
We can help guide students to cultivate soft skills and construct effective strategies to meet long-term academic and
personal goals. We lay the groundwork for success in high school, in college, and beyond.

Toronto
4711 Yonge St.
10th Floor
Toronto, ON M4N 6K8

California
2400 Barranca Pkwy,
Ste. 280
Irvine, CA 92606
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